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Abstract—This work demonstrated a novel method utilizing 
Sentaurus Technology Computer Aided Design simulation along 
with experiments to intermediately extract Schottky barrier 
height and contact resistance in FinFETs. The proposed 
algorithm can automatically calibrate contact model based on 
measurement data. This interactive contact model is also capable 
of prediction of contact resistance sensitivity including key 
process features such as implant energy, dose and thermal 
process based on a design of experiment splits. This robust, 
physical and efficient contact model provides insightful 
understandings of the metal-semiconductor contact in FinFETs. 
It can be easily implemented in simulation tools for device design 
in state-of-art semiconductor technology development.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
With the scaling of MOSFET transistors, the source and 

drain (S/D) contact size is aggressively reduced and the contact 
silicide formation faces many process challenges. Due to the 
small effective contact area and the difficulties in lowering the 
silicide resistivity, the S/D contact resistance RC is becoming 
one of the major bottlenecks limiting device performance for 
future technology node 3-D devices [1-4]. To drive the FinFET 
transistor performance following Moore’s law, a robust and 
physical contact model and good understanding of the metal-
semiconductor Schottky barrier is crucial in the early stage 
technology development to capture RC sensitivity to process 
flow towards device performance optimization [5]. However, it 
is a difficult task to estimate the Schottky barrier height (SBH) 
in the device level with conventional contact model due to the 
very complex nature of the S/D interfaces [6]. And the barrier 
lowering model, accounting for image force and tunneling 
effects, can cause convergence issues in 3-D transistors 
simulations. In addition, the conventional contact model lacks 
an automatic calibration technique to hardware data.  

In this study, we present a novel method which utilizes 
Sentaurus Technology Computer Aided Design (TCAD) 
simulation along with experiments to extract SBH in FinFETs. 
The proposed algorithm can automatically calibrate contact 
model based on measurement data and then predicts contact 
resistance. TCAD simulation results show that the interactive 
contact model is able to reproduce RC sensitivity by intended 
design of experiment (DoE) splits. 

II. ALGORITHM 
As shown in Fig. 1, S/D contact resistance RC

Exp is obtained 
with a normalized value around 40 Ω·µm by Kelvin contact 
resistance measurement in the first step. Then, the calibrated 
process simulation extracts the surface doping density NC

TCAD 
over the contact area ATCAD. Fig. 2 illustrates that TCAD 
dopant profile is consistent with as-implanted phosphorus 
dopant data from SIMS measurement. It should be noted that 
during the silicide contact formation, more than 5-nm-thick 
silicon will be consumed and therefore a small doping 
concentration variation over the contact surface can be 
considered after silicidation. 

Next, an iterative computation of ρC
TCAD via device 

simulation is performed until that a match of the TCAD result 
RC

TCAD, which is a product of ρC
TCAD and ATCAD, to the 

experimental data RC
Exp is obtained. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The flow chart of the TCAD-Experimental contact model 
algorithm extracts the resistivity dopant dependent equation for TCAD 
simulations. 
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Having obtained ρC
TCAD and NC

TCAD, SBH
the fourth step using the theoretically 
characteristics. For this calculation, one-dime
consistent Schottky barrier potential profile a
height in the semiconductor region is assum
density across the barrier is calculated usin
formula wherein barrier tunneling probability
the transfer matrix method [6-7]. Then, the con
obtained from the current voltage characteristic
applied bias. By repeating the procedure ab
dependent ρC characteristics are computed a
values.  With the theoretical calculated SBH-
can map the interested NFET and PFET 
(NC

TCAD, ρC
TCAD) and P (NC

TCAD, ρC
TCAD) to ext

interface barrier height. The examples are sh
and 3.2, NFET SBH is estimated to be 0.2 eV
eV. 

In the fifth step, a simple dopant concent
ρC fitting equation, suitable for device electric
extracted within specific range of doping d
contact surface doping level. The equation foll· exp  

where ρO and NO are fitting parameters. 
interactive fine tuning to ensure RC

TCAD equal
performed on those two parameters to obtain
and NO

Cal through the equation below in the six· exp  

The TCAD-experimental interactive an
described above directly captures the sensitivit
contact surface doping concentration. F
implementation of this simple equation in T
convergence challenges from the direct model
of image force, tunneling and dipole effects.  
 

Fig. 2. Calibrated as-implanted phosphorus prof
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contact modelling. 
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Fig. 3.1 Map the calibrated the NFET c
to theoretically computed SBH curve g
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Fig. 3.2 Map the calibrated the PFET co
theoretically computed SBH curve grou
as 0.6 eV. 
 

III. RESULT

Fig. 4 shows the TEM of the E
and the contact interface in the 
simulation mimics the silicide sha
contact surface doping concentratio
1e20 cm-3. 

An average surface doping conc
analysis method over the contact sur
local doping density to determine N
fact that (1) the contact surface d
approximated as a uniform distribut
as stated previously and (2) the s
simulation efficiency and robustness

Experimental results are used as
verify the proposed model. The Do
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with dose and energy variation, and S/D d
budget to examine the contact sensitivity to 
doping concentration. For the DoEs, the S0 tr
standard NFET and PFET devices which a
TCAD to hardware data for both linear
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Fig. 4. TCAD process simulation mimic TEMs Ep
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Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 summ
PFET front end of line (FEOL) D
treated as a constant. This assumpt
contact electrode materials do not
surface doping density is higher 
significant tunneling current thro
according to the criterion compari
with E00 defined as: 

2
where q is the electron charge, ħ th
εS the silicon dielectric constant and
mass [8]. 
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NFET Contact Related Condition TCAD Exp
S0 Standard As 3e15cm-2 3keV Imp w/ RTA 40.1 40.2 
S1 Energy As 3e15cm-2 2keV Imp w/ RTA 39.5 39.6 
S2 Dose As 5e15cm-2 3keV Imp w/ RTA 35.3 35.0 
S3 Thermal As 3e15cm-2 3keV Imp w/o RTA 37.1 37.7 
 

Table 1.1 NFET DoE comparison results show that TCAD simulation 
capture experimental sensitivity on Epi implantation dose and energy, 
and rapid thermal anneal (RTA); the normalized contact resistance 
result has a unit of Ω·μm; 
 

 

PFET Contact Related Condition TCAD Exp
S0 Standard B 4e15cm-2 2keV Imp w/ RTA 47.3 47.7 
S1 Energy B 4e15cm-2 1.5keV Imp w/ RTA 46.2 46.8 
S2 Dose B 5e15cm-2 2keV Imp w/ RTA 43.5 42.8 
S3 Thermal B 4e15cm-2 2keV Imp w/o RTA 40.0 39.2 
 

Table 1.2 PFET DoE comparison results show that TCAD simulation 
capture experimental sensitivity on Epi implantation dose and energy,  
and rapid thermal anneal (RTA); the normalized contact resistance 
result has a unit of Ω·μm; 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
We have demonstrated a novel contact model based on 

TCAD-Experimental interactive algorithm with theoretical 
analysis and DoE results verification. The proposed model is 
capable of extracting SBH and it accurately predicts sensitivity 
of contact resistivity to variation in doping concentration. By 
interactive calibration method in the model, our TCAD 
simulation results accurately agree with hardware data based 
on FinFET technology. The implementation of the model is 
simple and will improve both simulation efficiency and 

robustness. This model can be extended to nanowire and future 
3-D devices.  
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